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Lucy Davis Christopher

Post Office Box 2382 LI
2451 Whiteside Cove Road

Cashiers, North Carolina 28717
(828) 743-9747 F

lucty.christopher42@gmail.com
February 19, 2012

Lee Colaeis
Chief, Rulemaking and Directives Branch
Office of Administration
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555=0001
REF: "76 FR 79228, December 21, 2011"
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Dear Mr. Colaeis,

My letter speaks to OPPOSITION of the proposed WILLIAM STATES LEE
NUCLEAR PLANT-for the following urgent reasons:

1) Nuclear power is above all DANGEROUS-to our basic human biology as well
as for the concomitant diseases that have been proven by science. Its properties
are carried by wind and water-there is no safe level of radiation. The so-called
1-0 mile rule"has not'held-true around the world. Most recently, the Fukushima
fallout'reached Tokyo; andAsheville; NC is three'times closer to the proposed
Gaffney nuclear plant."

2) The BROAD RIVER itself has been deemed INADEQUTE by the NRC to
support the proposed LEE plant which would use 47 million gallons of water per
day, with 75% loss through evaporation, causing possible droughts. Shut down
could happen due to a lack of water for cooling; a horribly dangerous occurrence.
Furthermore, the Broad already supports the Cliffside coal plant, a hydropower
station, and Summer nuclear plant downstream in Columbia, SC.

3) Duke wants its customers to support the huge $11-$14 billion price tag for this
project. This BURDEN it purports to place in the current depressed economy ON
ITS CUSTOMERS to support its own expansion and profits is nothing less than
UNCONSCIONABLE! Allowing these plans to go forward will be allowing
another BAIL-OUT!

4) I am also AGAINST URANIUM MINING-such as the one spoken of in
Virginia-for the risk it impose on miners, and for the radon it releases in the
atmosphere; and to streams, springs and other bodies of water.

5) The AP1000 Westinghouse Reactor - remains a fast-tracked -example of
constructioni-never yet built-but proposed for new reactors in the Southeast.
Its shield buildiing has been described as, one that could "shatter'like a-glass cup"
by earthquakes or --..- -a•:-4,or-man-made impact: . - .
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6) What will be done with the NUCLEAR WASTE remains a major argument
against the Lee plant ever going forward. What happens to the ground water
surrounding the plant, OR the fact that there is no long-term location to keep it
safe or to "recycle" the waste? Out of 104 US reactor site now, 100 have
contaminated soil leading to contaminated ground water. How could Lee be an
exception?

I urge you to heed all the points above.

Yours truly,

Lucy D. Christopher


